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Old Lessons…New twists
• Demand-side potential remains very 

large, but market barriers and failures 
remain potent  

• Productivity and environmental quality--
still very important 

• New markets (mostly wholesale) create 
new challenges and opportunities 

• Stalled markets (mostly retail) need new 
treatments

• ESCO voice has been lost; Renewables
and DG advocates are eating your lunch

• Opportunities exist in several areas
• New strategies are needed
• Venues: FERC, RTOs, States, Congress



If Demand Response is so wonderful, why is 
there so little of it?
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What’s needed? 
Policies that---

• -get DR off the (perceived) “dole” where 
possible;

• -reveal the value of DR by time and location;
• -strip out subsidies to supply-side and remote 

resources;
• -remove artificial barriers to DR;
• -make free riders pay for the benefits they 

receive from DR providers;
• -give DR providers the visible “high ground”



Demand Response: a host 
of new opportunities

• (1) Regional wholesale markets:
– Price-response in wholesale markets 
– Reliability programs: ancillary services, emergency curtailments
– Resource adequacy 

• (2) Transmission: DR can play a role in congestion relief 
and expansion plans

• (3) Distribution: DR for reliability and cost control 

• (4) Retail: Default service reform & portfolio 
management; retail pricing, advanced metering 

• (5) End-use efficiency:  Efficiency utility; SBCs; 
Efficiency Performance Std; environmental credits



Demand Response includes 
embedded efficiency

Combined Commercial Cooling and Lighting Loadshape
Baseline and Load Management Compared to Energy Efficiency
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Strategic opportunities-
(1) wholesale markets

• FERC: “NS-SMD” (Not So Standard Market Design)
– Key ESCO focus: Market Depth, not Geographic Breadth, is the key to 

wholesale market success. 
– ICF study: 40% of SMD benefits are due to Demand Response

• LMP, Multi-settlements – great for high-value load center 
resources
– Important beachheads to protect

• Demand Response and Resales – need to get on the 
ground.

• FERC support for ISO-level DR programs, both economic 
and reliability-based. 

• Two New Opportunities: 
– Resource Adequacy
– Ancillary Services



Wholesale markets (b) 
Long term capacity requirements

• New opportunity: Resource Adequacy
– Boom-bust problem – financial crisis
– Economic theorists vs. political and financial pragmatists
– FERC policy paper now out for comment

• Strategic proposal: Resource Adequacy Credits for 
Customer-Based Resources
– RA coverage requirements established for a multi-year period 
– Supply and demand resources qualify as RA resources
– “Responsible purchaser” could be RTO, LSEs or Discos (based 

on existing load, projected load, or actual future load)
– Incremental DR can earn and sell credits in RA market
– Create a Demand Response Standards Board to set standards 

and certify tradable credits



Wholesale opportunities (c) 
Ancillary and Reliability Resources

• Basic principle: Retail loads should be able to 
participate in all wholesale markets

• Ancillary service markets could provide a 
long-term source of revenue to demand 
response resources

• Long term or day-ahead ancillary services
– Spinning reserves
– Nonspinning reserves
– Replacement reserves

• Actions needed: 
– FERC order requiring resource parity
– NERC rules changes – eligibility, telemetry
– Statistical verification
– Demonstration project



Can Demand Participate in More 
Valuable Reserve Markets?
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DR Opportunity 2: 
Transmission and System Expansion 

• ESCOs can offer: DR for congestion relief, grid 
management

• Products:
– Location-specific peak response
– Targeted long-term efficiency

• Revealing value:
– LMP reveals value of DR, EE, DG in load pockets
– “Participant funding” of T upgrades avoids 

• The rolled-in tariff problem:
– generators indifferent to costly locations
– undermines load center resources

• Transmission planning:
– Transmission AND its alternatives



Load Densities - Southern New England

The geography of congestion



Transmission policies can 
support or undermine DR

• “Transmission planning” is too narrow
• Consumers don’t purchase transmission 
• Transmission is a service with substitutes

– Load center resources of all kinds: G,DG,DR,EE

• Transmission bottlenecks: reduced options, 
thinner markets (geographic breadth as a goal)

• Demand-side bottlenecks: reduced options, 
thinner markets (depth as an option instead)

• LMP and CRRs help value load-center resources; 
socialized transmission and rolled-in rates will 
undermine them.



DOE: NTGS

“Expansion of the transmission system 
must be viewed as one strategy in a 
portfolio to address transmission 
bottlenecks; this portfolio also includes 
locating generation closer to loads, 
relying on voluntary customer load 
reductions, and targeting energy 
efficiency and distributed generation.”



FERC: Grid investment 
NOPR

“We realize that the most timely and cost-
effective ways to meet demand for additional 
grid capacity will not always be additional 
transmission facilities; rather, they may be 
innovative operating practices,.… distributed 
generation, demand response or demand-
side management. We invite comments on 
what actions other than investment in new 
facilities should receive incentives, what form 
those incentives should take, and how we can 
encourage them.”



Transmission agenda 
• Critical challenge and opportunity 
• Door is open: NTGS, FERC, DOE but …
• Needed:

– Restrain “tasty treats for transmission”
– Promote cost assignment, not rolled-in rates
– Regional system planning standards
– Efficient Reliability Standard: resource parity 

and least-cost mandate
– “Open Season” with equal access to the tariff 

for non-transmission alternatives
• Venues: FERC, Congress, RTOs



Two principles
• Resource parity:  Energy efficiency, load 

management, demand-side bidding, and distributed 
resources – in addition to traditional generation and 
transmission resources -- are all potentially cost-
effective means of meeting reliability needs identified 
by system operators and power pool managers.  
When socialized cost recovery is sought, demand-
side resources be treated comparably to supply-side 
and wires options both in analysis and in access to 
funding.

• Least-cost standard: A principal criterion for 
selecting a solution that is qualified to receive 
socialized support should be whether it is the lowest-
cost, reasonably available solution to an unmet 
system need, considered on a total cost basis.  



 Efficient Reliability
 Decision Rule

Before "socializing" the costs of a 
proposed reliability-enhancing 
investment through uplift or tariff, 
PUCs and FERC should first require a 
showing:  

that the relevant market is fully open to 
demand-side as well as supply resources; 
that the proposed investment is the lowest cost, 
reasonably-available means to correct a 
remaining market failure; and 
that benefits from the investment will be 
widespread, and thus appropriate for 
broad-based funding.



Open season & comparable 
cost recovery opportunities

• Recommendation: Ensure comparable 
cost recovery opportunities for 
transmission and non-transmission 
resource solutions

• Whether a grid problem is resolved through a 
transmission or non-transmission solution, or 
a combination of them, the solution should 
qualify for cost recovery through transmission 
tariffs or wholesale uplift charges on the 
same basis.



DR Opportunity 3: 
Distribution policy 

• Starting points: 
– distribution costs vary greatly by location, but rates 

do not
– DR can avoid or defer expensive upgrades

• New Strategies:
– Distributed utility planning
– Deaveraged buy-back rates
– Disco PBR – give disco an incentive to lower the 

marginal cost of delivery without promoting 
throughput

• Venues: state PUCs, utilities with stressed 
distribution grids



DR Opportunity 4: 
Retail franchise 

• Starting points: 
– Retail competition is a bust
– Default service (POLR,SO) IS the franchise
– What we have now: the worst of all worlds

• Strategies:
– If IRP is dead…long live Portfolio Management
– Bidding rules and Performance Goals for the 

default provider are critical
– Efficiency Performance Standard
– Franchise overlay: Demand Resource Utility

• Venues: State PUCs and Legislatures



Efficiency Performance 
Standard Concept

• Requirement to achieve specified 
incremental savings each year (x% of 
kWh sales or peak MW)

• Implemented by LSE’s, with oversight 
by regulators (PUCs; governing bodies 
for public utilities)

• Savings measured according to 
established protocols



EPS Status

• Texas law -- LSE’s reduce load growth 
10% through energy efficiency

• Barton electricity bill (2002) -- FERC 
oversee “price-responsive demand 
programs” that achieve 5% peak 
savings by 2004

• Proposals for EPS administered by 
states and DOE being developed by 
several Members of Congress



Comparing the 
SBT and EPS Options

• SBT
• Competitively neutral 

for national portion
• Broad program flexibility
• Harder to explain
• “Defined payment”
• Is it a rate or a tax? 
• State agencies need to  

create and run 
programs

• Sitting it out is OK

• EPS
• Competitively neutral
• LSE has limited 

flexibility in EE design
• Easier sound-bite
• “Defined benefit”
• Clearly not a tax 
• State agencies must 

monitor and verify 
savings

• Mandatory performance



DR Opportunity 4: 
Retail tariffs and meters

• Pure RTP: economist’s dream, politician’s nightmare

• State policy dilemma: 
• Time- and market-based rates are needed to 

improve price response in the wholesale market; 
• BUT Most customers want uniform retail rates
• Market reformers: “show them the price” 
• Consumer advocates: “the ENRON price?”

• Good news - lots of rate design options :
– Flat rate w/  DR payments -- Inverted Block Rates -- Simple 

TOU -- Voluntary RTP -- California 20/20, Georgia 
Power….etc.

– “Real-er Time Pricing” IS possible



Real-Time Pricing for Large 
Commercial and Industrial

• Georgia Power:  
Baseline-referenced 
RTP; customers see 
market price for variance 
from baseline.

• Niagara Mohawk:  
Market RTP; customers 
see market price for all 
consumption.

• If both offered, 
customer chooses.

Baseline-Referenced RTP

Demand: $10/kVa

Energy:
Baseline Usage 0.05$        
Above Baseline:
Below Baseline:

Market RTP

Demand: $10/kVa

Energy:
All Usage:

Market + margin
Market + margin

Market + margin



Critical Peak 
Time of Use Pricing

• Flat or TOU rate 
during all “normal” 
hours.

• Defined or Market 
price effective when 
market price exceeds 
defined threshold.

• Customers get notice 
when Critical Peak 
rate is in effect.

Defined Critical Peak Price

On-Peak (except Critical) 0.117$       
Off-Peak 0.05$         
Critical kWh 0.60$         

Market Critical Peak Price

On-Peak (except Critical) 0.117$       
Off-Peak 0.05$         
Critical kWh Market + margin



DR Opportunity 5: 
End-use customers

• Traditional strength of the ESCO industry
• Reforms at wholesale, wires, and retail levels will open 

doors at the end-use level
• Other strategies:

– Model statute or administrative rule to promote shared 
savings with government/institutional facilities managers

– Model DG Emissions Rule will promote advanced DG, lessen 
environmental objections 

– Carbon bank – thinking globally – sell credits to EU? 
– Team up with Green Power producers for E-RECs

(Efficiency and Renewable Energy Credits)



Lessons being learned 
• DR is an “infant industry” compared with generation 

and wires -- careful attention and support required.
• Who will be the DR leaders? “Open access” to DR 

opportunities by a variety of energy companies is 
needed; incumbents should not have a monopoly.

• DR must be treated as a long-term resource, not a 
slot machine; customers and DR providers need 
steady, known income streams.

• Standardization of DR products, and a forum for 
trading DR assets will be needed to accelerate 
progress. 



NAESCO DR Partnerships?
• NAESCO as a partner with/for:
• DOE:

– DR ancillary service project
– Transmission planning and alternatives
– Resource Adequacy

• EPRI/E2I: CEIDS (DR for reliability) and 
Market-based DR program

• NASEO: T siting, 
• NARUC: deaveraged disco rates, getting DR 

into Portfolio Management
• EPA: EPS, Model DG rule, PM



For more information

New England Demand Response 
Initiative

web link at  www.raponline.org
Posted: Framing Papers and Memos on 
Demand Response; DR Strategy memos 
and proposals; “Thinking Twice About 
Transmission”

“Efficient Reliability: The Critical Role of 
Demand-Side Resources in Power 
Systems and Markets”

(R Cowart, NARUC June 2001)


